Evaluation of Experimental Setup and Procedure for Rapid Preparation of Natural Gas Hydrate
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Abstract: The natural gas hydrate (NGH) reservoir in China is mainly distributed in the continental shelf with water depths ranging from 600–1500 m, about 90% of which is stored in the shallow area of the deep sea, with weak cementation and non-diagenetic characteristics. In order to test and study this type of NGH, samples must be prepared in situ, in large quantities, and at fast speed. At present, there are problems with the common stirring, spraying, and bubbling preparation techniques available, such as slow generation rate, low gas storage density, and lack of rapid preparation. Therefore, the rapid preparation of large samples of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate has received extensive attention at home and abroad. In view of this technical bottleneck, Southwest Petroleum University innovatively established a rapid preparation kettle of 1062 L. In this paper, the preparation experiment of natural gas hydrate in the South China Sea (the pressure of the preparation kettle was reduced from 7 MPa to 3.3 MPa) was carried out in the preparation method of the ‘three-in-one’ (stirring method, spraying method, bubbling method) and experimental test method. In the process of preparation of non-diagenetic gas hydrate, the data of dynamic image, temperature, pressure, electrical resistivity, and reaction time are tested. During the preparation of natural gas hydrate, temperature, pressure, and electrical resistivity curves in four preparation methods were made, respectively. Through the experimental data analysis of different preparation methods of natural gas hydrate, it has been found that the preparation time of natural gas hydrate using the stirring method, the spraying method, and the bubbling method alone require a longer preparation time. However, when the three-in-one method is used to prepare natural gas hydrate, the preparation cycle of natural gas hydrate is obviously shortened. The preparation time of the single method of stirring method, spraying method, and bubbling method is respectively about 5.13, 3.59, and 3.37 times as long as that of three-in-one method. The three-in-one method for preparing natural gas hydrate greatly improves the preparation efficiency, which has a great significance to the scientific and technological progress of experimental research and evaluation methods of natural gas hydrate.
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1. Introduction

Natural gas hydrate (hereinafter referred to as hydrate) is one of the most promising potential alternative energy sources after shale gas, coal bed gas, and tight gas. It is a crystalline clathrate,
commonly known as “combustible ice” [1], formed by the interaction of hydrocarbon gases, such as methane, or volatile liquids with water. Methane gas of 164 m$^3$ and water of 0.8 m$^3$ can be obtained by decomposition of hydrate per unit volume [2]. The potential of natural gas hydrate is huge, and the resources in the South China Sea alone are about 85 trillion m$^3$[3–7]. The gas hydrates in the South China Sea are mainly distributed in the continental shelf with water depths ranging about 600–1500 m [8]. Hydrate reservoirs in the South China Sea are mainly distributed in argillaceous silt with a depth of less than 220 m below the seafloor. The thickness of the hydrate layer is about 50 m, the saturation of the hydrate reservoir is about 45% to 100%, the seawater temperature is about 2.5 °C, and the methane content measured by hydrate sampling is more than 99% [9–11]. The temperature range of gas hydrate reservoir in the South China Sea is 2.5–8.5 °C, and the pressure of gas hydrate reservoir is 6–17.5 MPa [12,13]. Some gas hydrates in the South China Sea are in bulk, nodular, and vein. The sediments are mainly composed of mud, silt, sandy mud, and clay silt, of which mud and silt account for 80% [14].

Currently, the rapid preparation methods of natural gas hydrate at home and abroad mainly include mechanical strengthening, chemical strengthening, and rapid preparation technology under the action of external field, and the research of mechanical strengthening is mainly carried out in this paper. Gudmundsson et al. [15] invented a three-stage continuous stirring hydrating device, in which the mixed slurry of natural gas and ice water was injected into a reactor with a stirred paddle, and the gas hydrate containing 30% gas was quickly obtained by stirring at 5 MPa and 10 °C. Hao Wenfeng et al. [16] studied the effect of spray reactor on the preparation of methane hydrate in the experiment and found that the hydration rate was up to 0.46 $V_h/(V_{in} \cdot \text{min})$ at the gas pressure of 2.4 MPa and the spray pressure of 4 MPa. Compared with semi-continuous stirred tank reactor, higher hydration rate was obtained at lower gas pressure. Yang Qunfang et al. [17] designed an experimental system for the preparation of natural gas hydrate by spraying, which enhanced the direct contact heat transfer between water in low temperature and natural gas. The rate of hydrate preparation can be improved by increasing the binding ratio of water molecules to gas groups and enlarging the contact area. Xu et al. [18] used hydrate method to separate CO$_2$ from preparation gas of integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC). It was found that the shape of hydrate is affected by gas flow rate. When gas flow rate is low, hydrate is needle-like crystal, but when gas flow rate is high, hydrate becomes fine sand crystal. It was also proven that too large or too small air bubbles are not helpful for hydrate preparation. Tajima et al. [19] set multiple helical structures in the middle of the static mixer to divide the cross section into two nearly semicircular channels. They found that it can prolong the gas residence time and improve the synthesis rate of hydrate. Takahashi et al. [20] proved that microbubbles can increase the solubility of gas in water, thus accelerating the nucleation rate of gas hydrate and contributing to the formation of gas hydrate.

Currently, the key problem of hydrate preparation technology is slow preparation speed and low gas storage density, so it is impossible to realize rapid and large-scale preparation in the laboratory. It was found that the largest prepared sample was 550 L at home (Guangzhou Energy Institute, Chinese Academy of Science), and 750 L abroad (Hokkaido, Japan), and the average preparation time was about one month. In view of the current situation of this industry, Southwest Petroleum University, in cooperation with China National Offshore Oil Corporation and Honghua Group, has independently developed a kettle for rapid preparation of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate. A comparative experiment was carried out between the preparation of natural gas hydrate by stirring, bubbling, and spraying, and by the ‘three-in-one’ method. The so-called three-in-one method is to use stirring, bubbling, and spraying methods simultaneously in one single experiment. Moreover, a unique marine non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate in situ preparation method and experimental research platform has been formed in China. As for the kind of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate, it has no rock skeleton—the hydrate itself is the rock skeleton instead, and it has the characteristics of weak cementation, instability, easy collapse due to external influence, and disordered decomposition [3].
2. Experimental Equipment

Southwest Petroleum University, in cooperation with China National Offshore Oil Corporation and Honghua Group, has independently developed a kettle for rapid preparation of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate. The preparation kettle is composed of a preparation system, a crushing system, and a slurry modulation system. The preparation system can simulate the hydrate formation process at 1500 m water depth, and can be used for the rapid preparation of three-in-one hydrate sample by spraying–bubbling–stirring method and the experimental comparison of the single preparation method (the flow chart of the experiment is shown in Figure 1). In this paper, we only study the reaction rate under each promotion mode, so we only carry out the simulation experiment with the initial pressure of 7 MPa. The inner dimension of the preparation kettle is Φ 950 mm × 1500 mm, and the volume is 1062 L. The preparation kettle is forged from alloy steel and is coated with anti-corrosion coating. The simulation experiment of in situ hydrate breakage at 1500 m water depth can be realized by the crushing system. The slurry modulation system is capable of quantitatively mixing seawater, mud, and sand to precisely modulate hydrate slurry (the preparation kettle of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate in three-in-one method is shown in Figure 2). The preparation kettle has the following functions: ① Simulation of different water depths (0–15 MPa) and low temperature (2–5 °C) at 0 m and 1500 m, simulation of marine non-diagenetic gas hydrate formation process; rapid preparation of large samples of undersea non-diagenetic gas hydrate reservoirs (Φ 950 mm × 1500 mm, 1062 L). ② After the hydrate ore body is formed in the autoclave, the crushing system can be started in situ to simulate and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of various mining processes and the working performances of various crushing tools (such as hydraulic crushing, entrainment crushing, drum crushing, etc.). The key scientific problems in the process of hydrate ore body breaking, especially the phase equilibrium and stability of hydrate on the fracture surface, are studied in this paper. ③ The modulation function of slurry sample can ensure the quantitative and accurate preparation of various types of hydrate slurry under constant temperature and constant pressure for other experiments (such as multiphase pipeline transportation, etc.). ④ Hydrate slurry can keep heat, keep pressure, keep particle size, and ensure safe migration to hydrate slurry efficient pipeline transportation and separation module.

A visual observation system is installed on the cover top of the preparation kettle, through which the on-line real-time monitoring and image data acquisition of the experimental process in the preparation kettle can be realized. The preparation kettle has its own refrigeration system, and the outer layer of the preparation kettle is designed with refrigerant jacket. With the help of refrigeration compressor, the rapid and accurate refrigeration function is realized. The temperature control precision of the refrigeration system is ±0.1 °C. A heat preservation sleeve is installed around the preparation kettle body to reduce heat loss in the kettle. In addition, a temperature and pressure sensor is installed on the preparation kettle, which can collect the temperature and pressure data in the kettle and the refrigerant temperature in the jacket in real time. The accuracy of the temperature sensor is ±0.01 °C. A total of six temperature sensors were installed on the preparation kettle, which were divided into two groups with three in each group. Each group of temperature sensors were uniformly distributed longitudinally in the preparation kettle, and the two groups were symmetrically distributed in 180 degrees on the preparation kettle. The accuracy of the pressure sensor is ±0.01 MPa. A total of six pressure sensors were installed on the preparation kettle, which were divided into two groups with three in each group. Each group of pressure sensors were uniformly distributed longitudinally in the preparation kettle, and the two groups were symmetrically distributed in 180 degrees on the preparation kettle. The pressure sensor and temperature sensor are distributed at 90 degrees. Four resistivity sensors are installed on the preparation kettle, and the four resistivity sensors are symmetrically distributed on the same plane at an angle of 90 degrees. The distribution plane of the resistivity sensor is 300 mm from the bottom of the preparation kettle. In the process of hydrate preparation, the resistivity of hydrate sediment is mainly determined by the mobility of conductive ions of pore water in pore channel and the salinity of pore water. When the highly insulating hydrate begins to block the pores of the porous media, it seriously affects the fluidity of the pores and the migration rate of solution ions, so the resistivity...
increases gradually with the formation of hydrate. At present, the change of resistivity is an important monitoring method to determine the formation of hydrate.

A real-time image capture, data acquisition, and automation module of safety control (as shown in Figure 3) was developed for the rapid preparation of gas hydrate kettle by three-in-one method, which realizes the automation and safety control of the equipment of the whole process experiment system. It can automatically and accurately collect and store dynamic images, temperature, pressure, flow, and other experimental data during the whole experimental process. It mainly consists of flowmeter, temperature sensor, pressure sensor, resistivity sensor, electric valve, safety valve, and other hardware equipment and supporting computer control software.

**Figure 1.** The flow chart of rapid preparation of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate in three-in-one method.

**Figure 2.** The preparation kettle of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate in three-in-one method.
3. Evaluation Experiment of Rapid Preparation of Marine Non-Diagenetic Natural Gas Hydrate

3.1. Experimental Purpose

According to the physical properties of natural gas hydrates in the South China Sea, and based on different times it takes to consume methane gas with the same pressure difference in hydrate preparation, the preparation efficiency of the single preparation method of stirring, spraying, bubbling, and the three-in-one method were tested. Through the study, China’s unique marine non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate indoor in situ preparation methods and experimental research platform were formed.

3.2. Experiment Steps

1. Experimental parameter setting

   The speed of stirring is 100 tr/min, the discharge of methane circulation pump is 12 L/min, the discharge of spray pump is 10 L/min, the experiment water is tap water, the output of injection pump is 40 L/min, and the refrigeration temperature of refrigerator is set at 2.5 °C.

2. Experiment steps

   • Preparation for the preparation experiment of marine non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate

      ① Equipment testing: Check all the equipment, instruments, instrument connection, and working status to ensure the complete and normal operation of the equipment connection. ② Preparation kettle cleaning: Open the preparation kettle cover, rinse the preparation kettle repeatedly with distilled water three times to ensure that the preparation kettle is clean, and then close the preparation kettle cover. ③ Vacuum pumping: Start the vacuum pump to extract the vacuum, and close the vacuum tube valve when the preset vacuum degree is reached. ④ Inject preparation water (the prepared water is 32% salt water, which is the same as the salinity of the South China Sea [12]): Start the preparation water injection pump, inject 0.5 m³ of preparation water into the preparation kettle, and shut off the injection pump to stop water injection after quantitative addition of the preparation water. ⑤ Open the sand filling valve and add 0.05 m³ of sand to the preparation kettle. The added sand comes from the sample of hydrate in the South China Sea, and the particle size is about 40 μm.

   • Preparation experiment of marine non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate

      ① Start the refrigeration unit of the preparation kettle, set the experimental temperature of hydrate formation at 2.5 °C, until the temperature of preparation water inside the preparation kettle is 2.5 °C, then start to inject methane gas. ② Open the methane valve, start the methane gas booster pump, inject methane gas into the preparation kettle; when the pressure in the preparation kettle is 7...
MPa, stop the methane injection. ③ Start agitation device, that is, using agitation method to prepare hydrate (if spraying method is used to prepare natural gas hydrate experiment, then start to prepare water spray pump; if bubbling method is used to prepare natural gas hydrate experiment, then start methane circulation pump; if the three-in-one gas hydrate preparation experiment is carried out, the stirring device, the preparation water spray pump, and the methane gas circulation pump shall be opened simultaneously.) ④ Data acquisition starts when the pressure in the preparation kettle reaches 7 MPa and stops at 3.3 MPa. The reaction time, temperature, pressure, and resistivity when the pressure in the kettle decreases from 7 MPa to 3.3 MPa in the experiments of stirring, spraying, bubbling, and three-in-one methods are recorded, respectively, and the real-time image acquisition and processing are carried out by preparing the windows on the top of the kettle cover. When 3.7 MPa methane gas is consumed under the four experimental conditions, the amount of hydrate produced is the same, but the reaction time is different under different experimental conditions, which means that the reaction rate is different under different experimental conditions. The longer the reaction time is under certain experimental conditions, the lower the hydrate formation rate is. ⑤ Finishing and cleaning of experimental equipment; end of experiment. ⑥ Experimental phenomenon analysis and data processing.

3.3. Experimental Phenomena and Data Processing

The data of image, temperature, pressure, resistivity, and reaction time in the experiment of gas hydrate preparation by stirring method, bubbling method, spraying method, and three-in-one method were recorded and processed, and the curves of temperature, pressure, and resistivity (as shown in Figures 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 15) in the preparation of natural gas hydrate by stirring, spraying, bubbling, and three-in-one methods and the experimental phenomena (as shown in Figures 4, 7, 10, and 13) in the process of preparation were obtained, respectively.

Figure 4. The preparation process of natural gas hydrate in stirring method. The yellow dotted line indicates the hydrate boundary. (a) In the first panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (b) In the second panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (c) In the third panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (d) In the fourth panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp.
Figure 4 shows the experimental phenomena in the preparation of gas hydrate by stirring method. It can be seen that as the agitation continues, the amount of gas hydrate generated increases slowly and gradually covers the entire liquid surface. Figure shows the temperature and pressure curves during the preparation of gas hydrate by stirring method, Figure 5a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 5b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen from Figure 5a that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas is gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of stirring after methane gas is injected into the preparation kettle because the temperature in the preparation kettle is relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle is reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreases from 7 MPa to 6.5 MPa after lasting for 2 hours, which is the dissolution stage of methane gas. With the reaction going on, there is a step change in temperature and pressure at 5.6 h, the pressure suddenly dropped and the temperature increased suddenly, which is the induction stage. Subsequently, the reaction period enters into rapid growth stage from the induction stage, the pressure dropped abruptly from 6.4 MPa to 4.5 MPa, the temperature increased abruptly from 2.5 °C to 4 °C, and the rapid growth period ended at 15.8 h. Then the hydrate preparation enters a stable growth period, the experimental pressure drops to the end of the 3.3 MPa experiment, the cumulative preparation time is 98.3 h. It can be seen from Figure 5b that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas is gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of stirring after methane gas is injected into the preparation kettle because the temperature in the preparation kettle is relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle is reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreases from 7 MPa to 6.6 MPa after lasting for 1.9 hours, which is the dissolution stage of methane gas. With the reaction going on, there is a step change in temperature and pressure at 5.65 h, the pressure suddenly dropped.
and the temperature increased suddenly, which is the induction stage. Subsequently, the reaction period enters into rapid growth stage from the induction stage, the pressure dropped abruptly from 6.3 MPa to 4.55 MPa, the temperature increased abruptly from 2.5 °C to 3.8 °C, and the rapid growth period ended at 15.85 h. Then the hydrate preparation enters a stable growth period, the experimental pressure drops to the end of the 3.3 MPa experiment, the cumulative preparation time is 98.75 h. The average cumulative preparation time of the two groups was 98.53 hours.

Figure 6 shows the curve of resistivity change during preparation of natural gas hydrate by stirring method, Figure 6a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 6b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen that at the early stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the proceeding of agitation after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle. The measured resistivity increased with the continuous increase of methane gas solubility. During the rapid induction period of hydrate, the change of resistivity was small. After entering the rapid growth period of hydrate, the resistivity increased rapidly with the reaction time because of the rapid rate of hydrate preparation. After entering the stable growth period of hydrate, the hydrate preparation rate decreased and the resistivity increased with the increase of reaction time, but the increase rate was relatively slow.

**Figure 7.** The preparation process of natural gas hydrate in spray method. The yellow dotted line indicates the hydrate boundary. (a) In the first panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The black bar is the stirring blade. The round bright iron plate is a fixed arc of the stirring blade. (b) In the second panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The black bar is the stirring blade. The round bright iron plate is a fixed arc of the stirring blade. (c) In the third panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The black bar is the stirring blade. The round bright iron plate is a fixed arc of the stirring blade. (d) In the fourth panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water.

**Figure 8.** Temperature and pressure changes during preparation of hydrate in spray method.
Figure 7 shows the experimental phenomenon in the preparation of gas hydrate by spray method. It can be seen that as the spray continued, the amount of gas hydrate generated increased slowly and gradually covered the whole impeller (the impeller was used as a reference in order to observe the experimental phenomena conveniently; the impeller was located at the liquid surface). Figure 8 shows the temperature and pressure curves during the preparation of gas hydrate by spray method, Figure 8a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 8b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen from Figure 8a that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of spray after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle because the temperature in the preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.5 MPa after lasting for 1.9 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.5 MPa to 4.52 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.5 °C to 4.1 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 7.94 h. In the experimental process of preparing hydrate by spray method, the induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 68.74 h. It can be seen from Figure 8b that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of spray after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle, because the temperature in the preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.53 MPa after lasting for 2.05 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.2 MPa to 4.3 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.4 °C to 4 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 7.99 h. In the experimental process of preparing hydrate by spray method, the induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 69 h. The average cumulative preparation time of the two groups was 68.87 h.

Figure 9 shows the curve of resistivity change during preparation of natural gas hydrate by spray method, Figure 9a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 9b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen that at the early stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the proceeding of spray after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle. The measured resistivity increased with the continuous increase of methane gas solubility. During the rapid induction period of hydrate, the change of resistivity was
small. After entering the rapid growth period of hydrate, the resistivity increased rapidly with the reaction time because of the rapid rate of hydrate preparation. After entering the stable growth period of hydrate, the hydrate preparation rate decreased and the resistivity increased with the increase of reaction time, but the increase rate was relatively slow.

**Figure 10.** Preparation process of natural gas hydrate by bubbling method. The yellow dotted line indicates the hydrate boundary. (a) In the first panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. (b) In the second panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. (c) In the third panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. (d) In the fourth panel, The white flocculent is hydrate.

**Figure 11.** Temperature and pressure changes during preparation of hydrate by bubbling method. (a). The first experiment (b). The second experiment

**Figure 12.** Resistivity changes during preparation of hydrate by bubbling method. (a). The first experiment (b). The second experiment

Figure 10 shows the experimental phenomenon in the preparation of gas hydrate by bubbling method. It can be seen that as the bubbling continued, the amount of gas hydrate generated increased slowly and gradually covered the whole liquid surface. Figure 11 shows the temperature and pressure curves during the preparation of gas hydrate by bubbling method, Figure 11a shows the
first group of experiments, and Figure 11b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen from Figure 11a that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of bubbling after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle, because the temperature in the preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.51 MPa after lasting for 1.85 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.51 MPa to 4.51 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.5 °C to 4.05 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 10.1 h. In the experimental process of preparing hydrate by bubbling method, the induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 60.39 h. It can be seen from Figure 11b that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of bubbling after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle, because the temperature in the preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.55 MPa after lasting for 1.9 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.4 MPa to 4.4 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.54 °C to 3.55 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 9.93 h. In the experimental process of preparing hydrate by bubbling method, the induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 60.22 h. The average cumulative preparation time of the two groups was 64.63 h.

Figure 12 shows the resistivity curve in the preparation process of gas hydrate by bubbling method, Figure 12a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 12b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of bubbling after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle. The measured resistivity increased with the continuous increase of methane gas dissolution. In the hydrate preparation process by spray method, the induction period was very short, and the hydrate directly entered the fast growing period after the dissolution period; we can see from the resistivity curve that the resistivity also had the phenomenon of sudden step increase. During the fast growth period of hydrate, the resistivity of hydrate increased rapidly with the reaction time because of the fast hydrate preparation rate. After entering the stable growth period of hydrate, the rate of hydrate preparation decreased, and the resistivity increased with the increase of reaction time, but at a slower rate.

Figure 13. Preparation process of natural gas hydrate by three-in-one method. The yellow dotted line indicates the hydrate boundary. (a) In the first panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (b) In the second panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (c) In the third panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The area of darker color in contact with hydrate is the
prepared water. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp. (d) In the fourth panel, The white flocculent is hydrate. The white bright spot is the light of the fill light lamp.

Figure 14. Temperature and pressure changes during preparation of hydrate by three-in-one method.

Figure 15. Resistivity changes during preparation of hydrate by three-in-one method.

Figure 13 shows the experimental phenomenon in the preparation of gas hydrate by three-in-one method. It can be seen that as the stirring, spraying, and bubbling continue, the amount of gas hydrate generated increased rapidly and covered the whole liquid surface in a short period. Figure 14 shows the temperature and pressure curves during the preparation of gas hydrate by three-in-one method, Figure 14a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 14b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen from Figure 14a that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of spraying after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle, because the temperature in the preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.4 MPa after lasting for 1.2 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.49 MPa to 4.52 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.5 °C to 4.15 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 5.1 h. The induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 19.1 h. It can be seen from Figure 14b that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of spraying after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle, because the temperature in the
preparation kettle was relatively low, and the pressure in the preparation kettle was reduced accordingly, and the pressure decreased from 7 MPa to 6.5 MPa after lasting for 1.25 h. As the experiment went on, the temperature and pressure had a step change at the same time. There was a sudden drop in pressure and a sudden increase in temperature. The pressure dropped sharply from 6.33 MPa to 4.47 MPa, and the temperature rose abruptly from 2.55 °C to 4.2 °C. The rapid growth period ended after the experiment was carried out for 5.16 h. The induction period was so short that it is difficult to observe from the diagram. Subsequently, the hydrate preparation entered a stable growth period, the experimental pressure dropped to 3.3 MPa and the experiment ended, and the cumulative preparation time was 19.29 h. The average cumulative preparation time of the two groups was 19.20 h.

Figure 15 shows the resistivity curve in the preparation process of gas hydrate by three-in-one method, Figure 15a shows the first group of experiments, and Figure 15b shows the second group of experiments. It can be seen that in the initial stage of the experiment, part of the methane gas was gradually dissolved into the preparation water with the progress of stirring, spraying, and bubbling after methane gas was injected into the preparation kettle. The measured resistivity increased with the continuous increase of methane gas dissolution. In the hydrate preparation process by three-in-one method, the induction period was very short, and the hydrate directly entered the fast-growing period after the dissolution period. It can be seen from the resistivity curve that the resistivity saw a step sudden increase phenomenon. During the fast growth period of hydrate, the resistivity of hydrate increased rapidly with the reaction time because of the fast hydrate preparation rate. After entering the stable growth period of hydrate, the rate of hydrate preparation decreased, and the resistivity increased with the increase of reaction time, but at a slower rate.

Through the analysis of the experimental data of the different preparation methods of gas hydrate, it can be seen that the single methods of stirring, spraying, and bubbling need a longer experimental time, but the preparation period of natural gas hydrate by the three-in-one method is obviously shortened. It can be seen from Figure 16 that the preparation times of the single preparation methods of stirring method, spraying method, and bubbling method are about 5.13, 3.59, and 3.37 times of that of the three-in-one method, respectively. Therefore, the preparation efficiency of gas hydrate by three-in-one method is much higher than that by a single method.

![Figure 16. Comparison of average preparation time and induction time in methods of stirring, spraying, bubbling, and three-in-one. The error is calculated according to the standard deviation of experiment 1 and 2.](image-url)
4. Conclusions

(1) Marine natural gas hydrates in China are characterized by weak cementation and non-diagenesis. In order to test and study this type of natural gas hydrate, non-diagenetic gas hydrate must be prepared in situ. At present, there are some problems in the common preparation technology of natural gas hydrate, such as slow formation speed, low gas storage density, and so on, which cannot realize the rapid preparation of large samples of non-diagenetic natural gas hydrate. Therefore, the rapid preparation technology of large samples of natural gas hydrate has been a concern at home and abroad. In view of the bottleneck of this technology, Southwest Petroleum University has innovatively developed the world’s largest and fastest 1062 L three-in-one natural gas hydrate preparation kettle, which is of positive significance for the scientific and technological progress of experimental research and evaluation methods of natural gas hydrate.

(2) In the preparation process of natural gas hydrate by stirring method, the amount of gas hydrate generated increases slowly and gradually spreads the entire liquid level. In the preparation process of natural gas hydrate by spraying method, the amount of gas hydrate generated increases slowly and gradually covers the entire impeller. In the preparation process of natural gas hydrate by bubbling method, the amount of gas hydrate generated increases slowly and gradually covers the entire liquid level. The induction period can be observed during the preparation of gas hydrate by stirring method, but there is no obvious induction period by spraying method, bubbling method, and three-in-one method.

(3) When gas hydrate is prepared by three-in-one method, the preparation period of gas hydrate is obviously shortened. The preparation times of stirring method, spraying method, and bubbling method are 5.13, 3.59, and 3.37 times as long as that of three-in-one method. The preparation efficiency of natural gas hydrate is greatly improved through three-in-one method.
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